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Attach the work on the 
wall with tape.

Use “painters tape”, 
“masking tape” or alike. 
They do not harm the 
work and you can move 
the work easily and find 
the best place for it.

Nail the pins:
-choose places that are 
relatively thick, “invisible” 
and well positioned in 
terms of even hang
(ear joint, under elbow,.... 
please, refer the images 
on the right)
-5-7 pins would be fine 
for a piece 

Erase tapes and pull the work 
out from the wall by placing 
your fingers carefully between 
the wall and the work around 
each pin. Pull  little by little 
outward around each pin.

If there are “hills” or “downs” 
adjust the pins by bending tips 
outward (image on the left) or 
add an extra pin.

Further information:
Raija Jokinen
raijoki@saunalahti.fi 
Whatsapp 
skype: raijoki

the pin should be about 
0,5 cm in the wall

the pin can direct a bit 
outward from the work

or you can bend it a bit
with fingers
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Thin pins are good for wooden or plaster walls.
For harder concrete walls following instructions can be used: 

B Use wood pins for creating 
softer background for pins 

Follow the instruction 1 and
instead of the pins mark the 
places for the pins with a tape or 
pen. Use tape to mark the outline 
of the work as then it’s easier to 
reposition. 

Drill holes for the wooden pins (ø 
about 3-5mm) and fill the holes 
with wooden pins and use putty 
for smoothening and paint for 
fading the places (mark the spots! 
with tape!).

Reposition and tape the work on 
the wall and nail the pins to the 
wooden pins.

Pull  the work outward around 
each pin (see item 3). 
 
Use this method if you know that 
the work will remain on the place 
for a long time.

C Using “hanging buttons” 
with pins 

Proceed as in B method but 
instead of drilling holes, hammer 
“the hanging buttons” to the spots 
defined for the pins. 

Reposition and tape the work on 
the wall. Nail the pins to the
middle of “the hanging button”. 

Pull the work outward around 
each pin (see item 3).

Please, contact Raija for
obtaining “hanging buttons” with a 
hole for the pin.

A Use thin concrete wall nails 
instead of pins.

wooden pin

“a hanging button”
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Please, don’t hesitate to contact 
Raija for pins and hanging
buttons or any other concerns 
with hanging these works of art.


